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Manchester City Council 
Report for Resolution 

 
Report to:  Licensing and Appeals Committee – 9 February 2015 
 
Subject: Review of Hackney Carriage Advertisement and Livery Policy -  
 
Report of:  Head of Planning Building Control and Licensing 
 
 
Summary 
 
This report provides the Committee with details of the consultation responses 
received following the Committee decisions on the 27 August 2013 (min LAP/13/33 
refers) and 17 February 2014 (min LAP/14/03 refers) to consult on a review of the 
Manchester’s Hackney Carriage Advertisement and Livery Policy. A copy of the 
report to Committee on 17 February 2014 is attached to the report at Appendix 2  
 
In addition the report provides information relating to other advertisement matters, 
which the City Council has been asked to consider in relation to vehicle roof top 
advertisements and vehicle identification light boxes. It also highlights the key issues 
that members are required to consider in the determination of such matters. 
 
Recommendations 
 
1. The Committee are asked to consider the content of the report; having regard to 

the attached appendices, the Law Commission proposals, Department for 
Transport’s Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Licensing Best Practice Guidance 
published March 2010 and any representations made at the meeting and 
determine each of the following issues. 
 
1. In respect of the content of the advertisements’ allowed in the current 

policy – whether or not to include an additional section that addresses 
Health and Safety and the Protection of the Public  

2. The location of advertisements on hackney carriage vehicles and in 
particular whether this should be amended.  

3. Whether new/replacement vehicles should be restricted in relation to the 
location of advertisements. 

4. Should advertisements- should advertisements that cover the whole or part 
of a hackney carriage be allowed? 

5. Should the policy be amended to allow the use of roof signs for 
advertisements. 

6. Livery and Identification of vehicles- Bespoke London type hackney 
carriage vehicles and other Manchester licensed hackney carriage 
vehicles. Should new/replacement vehicles be subject to colour restriction?  

7. Consideration of a mandatory ‘Vehicle Identification Light Box’ to be fitted 
in all HCV’s. 
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2. In coming to a decision on the above, Members are asked to consider the 
weight that should be given to any potential financial implications balanced 
against the aims of the Advertisement policy 

3. Should the Committee determine that it is minded to amend the current 
advertisement policy that Officers be requested to bring back a further report 
that includes an updated ‘Advertisement Policy’ 

 
Wards Affected: All 
 

Community Strategy Spine Summary of the contribution to the strategy 

Performance of the economy of 
the region and sub region 

Any enhanced restriction for advertising on 
hackney carriages will result in a loss of income to 
those proprietors who currently choose to 
advertise on their vehicle(s).  
This may be offset if the Committee determined 
the permitted use of roof top advertisements on 
hackney carriage vehicles. 

Reaching full potential in 
education and employment 

Any restriction on the use of full/part body wrap 
advertisements’ could result in a loss of 
employment in suppliers/fitters of such 
advertisements.  
 
Although difficult to quantify at this stage 
additional employment may be gained if the 
Committee were minded to approve the use of 
rooftop signs. 
 

Individual and collective self 
esteem – mutual respect 

Not applicable to the content of this report 

Neighbourhoods of Choice Not applicable to the content of this report 

 
Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for: 
 

 Equal Opportunities Policy 
 Risk Management 
 Legal Considerations 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Financial Consequences – Revenue - None 
 
Financial Consequences – Capital - None 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Contact Officers: 
 
Name: Ann Marku 
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Position: Principal Licensing Officer (Taxis) 
 Telephone: 800 6291 
E-mail: a.marku@manchester.gov.uk 
 
Name: Julie Roscoe 
Position: Head of Planning, Building control and Licensing 
Telephone: 800 6291 
E-mail: J.roscoe@manchester.gov.uk 
 
Background documents  
 
Report to the Licensing and Appeals Committee 27 August 2013  
Report to Licensing and Appeals Committee 17 February 2014 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976  
Department for Transport’s Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Licensing Best Practice 
Guidance published March 2010 
Law Commission Proposals Taxi and Private Hire Services- May 2014 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1  On 27 August 2013 following a review of Manchester’s Hackney Carriage 

Vehicle Policy, the Committee requested officers undertake a consultation 
process in respect of advertisement and livery (inside and outside) of 
Manchester’s hackney carriage vehicles (Advertisement review). A copy of the 
current advertisement policy is attached to the report at Appendix 1  

 
1.2 The current policy advices where advertisements’ are allowed to be displayed, 

the advertisement consent process, TV advertisement and compliance and 
enforcement. 

 
1.3 Officers conducted two separate consultations in relation to the advertisement 

review and the respective responses will require consideration; these relate to: 
 

o responses from the consultation that took place between September and 
December 2013, closing on 9 December 2013. As provided within 
Appendix 2 , and;  

o responses from the consultation that took place between October and 
December 2014, closing on 29 December 2014. As provided within 
Appendix 3 

 
1.4 In relation to the two consultations and other advertisement matters, vehicle 

roof top advertisement and vehicle identification light boxes members are 
asked to consider each of the following key issues, which are dealt with in the 
report under separate headings. 

 
o The content of the advertisements’ allowed in the current policy – whether 

or not to include an additional section that addresses Health and Safety 
and Protection of the Public  

o Location of advertisements on hackney carriage vehicles – should they 
remain the same 

o Should new/replacement vehicles be restricted in the location of 
advertisements 

o Advertisements- should advertisements that cover the whole or part of a 
hackney carriage be allowed? 

o Potential associated financial implications 
o Use of roof signs for advertisements 
o Livery and Identification of vehicles- Bespoke London type hackney 

carriage vehicles and other Manchester licensed hackney carriage 
vehicles. Should new/replacement vehicles be subject to colour restriction?  

o Consideration of a mandatory ‘Vehicle Identification Light Box’ to be fitted 
in all HCV’s. 

  
2.  Background 
 
2.1 On 17 February 2014 the Licensing and Appeals Committee considered a 

report (attached at Appendix 2) which provided further information regarding 
the review of the advertisement policy and that due to a technical omission the 
on-line consultation had been incomplete.  
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2.1.1 The report also informed that Counsel’s advice had been sought on whether 

having regard to the consultation responses as received and taking into 
consideration the legal requirements included within the report if it was 
appropriate for the Council to consider a more restrictive advertisement policy 
ie a single colour /black livery for new and replacement vehicles and the 
proposed requirement for additional signage.  

 
2.1.3 The advice outlined in Paragraph 3.3 to 3.3.4 of the 17 February 2014 report 

(Appendix 2) is important and will need to be a key factor in the determination 
process. Members will recall if consideration is to be given to a more restrictive 
policy, there should be an awareness of any unintended consequences 
together with financial implications.  

 
2.1.4  The advice also suggested that a survey should be undertaken to establish if 

the existing policy was effective in terms of members of the public being able 
to differentiate between hackney carriage and private hire vehicles.. 

 
2.1.5 As a result a second set of questions were compiled and an additional on-line 

consultation was carried out between 6 October 2014 and 29 December 2014. 
A copy of the consultation questions are attached at Appendix 4. 

 
3.0  Consultation responses  
 
3.1 In relation to the second consultation set out in 2.1.5 the responses were 

much lower than the previous earlier consultation. In relation to the trade 
consultation only 5 responses were received. The responses to the nine 
questions that required either a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer have been transposed 
into table 1 below. 

 
 Table 1 Consultation responses (Trade) 
  

Question YES NO 

Are you happy for your response to be made public 3 2 

Should the public easily recognise a hackney carriage licensed 
by us 

2 3 

Should we change the rules on advertising 3 2 

Should vehicles be allowed to advertise their own radio base 2 3 

Should all hackney carriage vehicles be black 3 2 

Should all vehicles have the words 'Licensed by' 1 4 

Do you think we should ban adverts 4 1 

Do you think the vehicles licence number should show on an 
illuminated box 3 2 

IF 'YES' Should it be compulsory 2 3 
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3.2 In response to the other questions. These together with their responses have 
are also provided within Appendix 4 

 
3.3 In relation to the public consultation 63 Public responses were received. The 

responses to the two questions that required a Yes or No answer have been 
transposed into table 2 below. 
 
Table 2 Consultation responses (Public) 
 

QUESTION YES NO 

4. Should our hackney carriage vehicles look different to 
hackney carriages from other councils? 

42 21 

6. Every hackney carriage shows a unique licence 
number on plates on the front and back of the taxi. Do 
you think this number should also be shown on an 
illuminated box inside? 

33 30 

 
3.4  In response to the other questions. These together with their responses are 

also provided within Appendix 4 
 
3.5 Officer Comments on Consultation Responses 
 
3.5.1 It is clear in terms of both consultations that there are differing views (albeit 

the responses have been very limited) within the hackney carriage trade and 
that there is no overriding opinion regarding advertising or any of the 
associated matters. 

 
3.5.2 The public consultation responses, however, which, sought to seek the level of 

public awareness regarding identification of hackney carriage and private hire 
vehicles’ appear to indicate a general awareness of how to distinguish 
between a hackney carriage and private hire vehicle.  

 
3.5.3 A number of the consultation responses agree with the preference of the 

Committee ‘for Manchester licensed hackney carriage vehicles to have no 
adverts, be black in colour and carry the Council crest’. Members will need to 
balance the preference for a vehicle that symbolises it is licensed by 
Manchester (A Manchester brand) against possible financial implications. (see 
section 4.5 of the report) 

 
3.5.4 At the time the consultation was in progress the Council was approached by a 

firm called ‘Eyetease’ who specialise in the use of vehicles roof 
advertisements on hackney carriage vehicles. Eyetease have provided a 
submission for the Committees attention, a copy of which is attached at 
Appendix 5. 
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3.5.4.1 The submission provides information in support of the approval process for 
digital advertising screen unit (digital taxitop) on the roof of ‘Black Taxis’ in 
Manchester. The submission details the approval of the ‘digital taxitop’ by 
Transport for London. 

 
3.5.5 A second firm called Open Taxi Tops Ltd, has also approached Officers in 

relation to a product called "Open Messenger. The firm have also developed a 
dual sided LCD Screen that displays digital advertisements on Black Hackney 
Taxis. Unfortunately related documentation sent to the Licensing Unit could 
not be downloaded and attached to this report. A representative from the firm 
is likely to attend the meeting. 

 
4.0  Key issues 
 
4.1 The following paragraphs 4.2 to 4.9 outline the key issues (1-7) as set out in 

the recommendation to this report. 
 
4.1.1 For clarity advertisements should not be confused with the identification 

features of hackney carriage vehicles licensed by Manchester City Council 
 
4.2 1. Content of the advertisements’ allowed in the current policy 
 
4.2.1 The relevant part of the current advertisement policy that deals with the 

content of advertisements that are permitted to be displayed on hackney 
carriage vehicles states; 

 

2. Static Advertising (relate to adverts that are placed on the outside of the 
vehicle) 
Advertising Materials 
Materials used must be professional in appearance and manufactured to a 
high standard so as to be durable and not easily defaced, soiled or detached.  
 
Vehicle owners should make available their advertisements to be inspected by 
Licensing Unit Officers when requested. 
Advertising Criteria 
A number of factors will be considered when the City Council determines 
whether to consent to an advertisement. Each proposal will be considered on 
its own merits.  
One factor which may be considered is whether the advert complies with the 
British code of Advertising, Sales Promotion and Direct Marketing (‘The 
Code’). Applicants should refer to the Code itself for a full explanation of all the 
guidelines. If an advertisement does not comply with the Code then consent 
may be refused or withdrawn 
Consent will not be given for advertisements which are: 
 illegal - marketers have primary responsibility for ensuring that their 
marketing communications are legal. Marketing communications should 
comply with the law and should not incite anyone to break it. 
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 Indecent or offensive - marketing communications should contain nothing 
that is likely to cause serious or widespread offence. Particular care should be 
taken to avoid causing offence on the grounds of race, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation or disability. Marketing communications will be judged on the 
context, medium, audience, product and prevailing standards of decency. 
 
 dishonest - marketers should not exploit the credulity, lack of knowledge or 
inexperience of consumers. 
 

 untruthful - no marketing communication should mislead, or be likely to 
mislead, by inaccuracy, ambiguity, exaggeration, omission or otherwise. 

 
4.1.2 This section relating to the content of advertisements’ has not been reviewed 

for sometime and does not take into account ‘Health/Safety and Public 
Protection issues 

 
4.1.3 As proposed by the Licensing and Appeals Committee of 21 August 2013 

Members may wish to determine whether it is appropriate to introduce into the 
policy a presumption against consent being given for advertisements as 
follows. 

 
Health/Safety and Protection of the Public – advertisements which market the 
following will not be approved: 

 Alcohol 
 Cigarettes 
 Gambling 
 Payday loans (or similar) 

4.1.5.1 The aim of the Council in licensing hackney carriage and private hire vehicles 
is to protect the public. Whist advertising on hackney carriage vehicles does 
not form part of the ‘licensing process’ the Council has a duty to ensure that 
they do not promote advertisements, which may have a detrimental affect on 
the health and well being of the public. 

 
4.3 2. Location of advertisements on hackney carriage vehicles  
 

4.3.1 The section of the current policy that deals with the location of advertisements 

on hackney carriage vehicles states  

1. Advertising Surfaces 

Hackney Carriages Vehicles 

 "full livery" - advertising material covering the complete exterior body 
shell 

 "supersides" - advertising material covering the exterior doors and wings 
on both sides of the vehicle, excluding the window area 

 "doors only" - advertising material covering the exterior lower panels of 
both doors on both sides of the vehicle 
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 "rear window" - advertising material covering the rear window of the 
vehicle, provided the material is see-through from the interior 

 "hub caps" - advertising material covering the hub caps on all four wheels 

 base of the occasional (tip-up) seats 

 
4.3.2 It is acknowledged that the Law Commission ((LC) 3.2 (page 22)) 

Recommendation 4 which relates to advertising focuses on the use of word 
“taxis” and that it should only be used by the providers’ of licensed taxi 
services in describing themselves on vehicles or in advertising materials. It is 
not believed the recommendation is relevant to this report. 

 
4.3.3 The question under consideration is whether the existing policy in relation to 

the location of advertisements’ is still relevant and applicable, or are there 
reasons, that can be substantiated, to warrant change. . 

 
4.4 3. Should the location of advertisements be restricted on 

 new/replacement vehicles? 
 
4.4.1 Manchester has a policy of ‘controlled expansion’ of hackney carriage vehicle 

proprietor licences, determined by an ‘Unmet demand survey which takes 
place every three years.’ This means that unless any unmet demand is 
determined the licensing unit does not receive any ‘new hackney carriage 
vehicle proprietor licence applications’. Any changes in advertisement policy 
would only affect new vehicles at the stage of any controlled expansion of 
hackney carriage vehicle proprietor licences.  

 
4.4.2  In relation to replacement vehicles this could result in a scenario whereby a 

vehicle has broken down and is replaced (for a short period of time) by a 
hackney carriage, which the proprietor has hired from a company. Such 
vehicles are normally pre-licensed by the hire Company and may or may not 
have advertisements attached to the bodywork. The question in this instance 
is the reasonableness and practicalities of applying the Policy to a temporary 
vehicle. 

 
4.4.3 Any changes to the ‘advertisement policy’ should relate to new (with 

immediate effect) and renewal/replacement vehicles (by a given date in the 
future, for example by 1 April 20**) and any advertisements’ on all 
renewal/replacement vehicles must conform with the Council Policy as agreed 
on ***** (or similar wording)  

 
4.5 4. Advertisements- should advertisements that cover the whole or 

 part of a hackney carriage be allowed? 
  
4.5.1 Hackney carriage advertisements’, which cover the whole of the vehicle, are 

known as a ‘full wrap’. Advertisement companies submit requests for 
advertisements’ in writing to the Licensing Unit, where they are viewed and if 
determined as satisfactory permission is granted for their use on hackney 
carriage vehicles, normally for a year.  
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4.5.2 In relation to the trade there are some positive and negative aspects of having 
an advertisement wrap covering the whole of a vehicle. The following details 
have been provided by representatives of the hackney carriage trade and 
‘Ubiquitous’ and ‘Hughmedia’ advertisement Companies. 

   
 1. A trade representative (Name and address supplied)   
 

Monthly income from super side can be: £ 50.00 per month (mostly these 
type ads last 1/3 month). Some time repair to the cab afterward could be 
more than the income hence not many owner are keen for this type 
adverts. 
 Full warps again vary in duration and income, so contract have built in for 
putting cab back to its original condition, so they will pay for any body work 
and paint. But some get away by not paying for this or try to give the owner 
a different ad to continue, thus pocket any money for re spray. The income 
for full wraps can be as much as £600.00/700.00 for full year. I have known 
some may even pay as much as £1000.00 but not many or often. 

 
2. A Trade representative (name and contact details supplied) 

 
When I had my own cab which was a few years ago, the payments usually 
varied from £40-£100 per month for supersides, full wraps were £800-
£1500 per year. These were the prices generally paid by the advertisement 
agencies, some individual proprietors also had private arrangements 
directly with businesses.  
 
Sometimes the removal of advertisements causes damage to paintwork, 
this is supposed to be paid for by the advertisement agency but is not 
always the case, leaving a proprietor to foot the bill, or alternatively try to 
get another advert to cover the damage (not always possible) and keep up 
this cycle until the cab is due to be replaced or is accident damaged and 
hence has to be repaired. 
 

Overall the extra income that advertisements generate is needed by the trade 
to offset the very high costs of purchasing and running a hackney carriage in 
Manchester.  

 
3. Ubiqiuitous – (see Appendix 3 of report of 17 February 2014, which is 

attached to this report as Appendix 2) 
 

Good to hear from you. Please see standard prices below- these sometime 
change depending on the length of a campaign or if the driver is used for PR 
or VIP use. 

  
The below are averages. 

• Full wrap £1,000 to £1,500 per annum  
• SuperSides £1,250 to £1,500 per annum  
• doors ( not applicable) 
• bonnet ( not applicable) 
• boot ( not applicable) 
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• wings only ( not applicable) 
• other (please state) TIP SEATS ONLY- 325 PER ANNUM. 

 
It is not just the drivers who benefit from campaigns, it’s also the fitters, 
printers and our local Managers. 

  
We could also tell you how many cabs were used last year and what the 
combined benefit to Manchester is, taking into account the benefit to the 
clients and additional revenues gained from the use of Taxi advertising. 

 
4. Hughmedia 
 

On average a full livery advertisement provides drivers with an income of 
between £800 - £1200 per year. Superside Advertisements can pay between 
£60 - £80 per month. This can be topped up by payments for interior seat 
advertising and rear screen advertising anything between £20 and £40 per 
month. 

 
We have recently placed an advertisement for a 2 year period which includes 
a cash payment and a Caribbean holiday worth £3000, total value is in excess 
of £4200. To some taxi owners it is an essential form of income, especially in 
these austere economic times and provides extra income to the taxi trade in 
general be it garages, insurance companies, city councils etc. 

 
The cost of removing the advertisement is met by the agency that holds the 
contact for the advertisement which is an agreement between the taxi owner 
and the provider of the advertisement. 

 
4.6 As can be seen above the issue of a financial implication has been raised, in 

relation to both proprietors and advertisement companies.  
 
4.6.1 Any change to the advertisement policy could potentially result in some form 

of financial loss in terms of advertisement companies and associated fitters 
and printers. There may also be a wider financial implications, (however, to 
what extent cannot be quantified without an independent financial 
assessment) and these should be weighed and balanced against the 
objectives for changing elements of the current policy.  

 
4.7 5. Use of rooftop signs for advertisements 
 
4.7.1 As outlined in paragraphs 3.54 and 3.55 of the report an approach has been 

made by two Companies ‘Eyetease’ and ‘Open Taxi Tops Ltd’ who wish the 
Council to consider the adoption of the use of ‘rooftop’ advertisements. A 
representative from both companies has asked to be invited to attend the 
meeting. 

 
4.7.2 Both companies only make reference to their products being available for the 

bespoke London Taxi’s. Members may wish to seek clarity on whether the 
products could be provided for the additional types of vehicle, as set out in 
4.8.5, currently licensed in Manchester as hackney carriages. 
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4.7.2 Whist considering the financial issue highlighted in 4.6.1 members may also 

wish to consider whether there are any possible economic benefits as a 
consequence of such advertising.. 

 
4.7.2.1It is difficult at this stage to quantify whether the approval of ‘rooftop 

advertisement signs would have any financial gains for the City. Members may 
wish to explore this further at the meeting. 

 
4.8 6. Livery and Identification of vehicles- Bespoke London type 

 hackney carriage vehicles and other Manchester licensed hackney 
 carriage vehicles. Should new/replacement vehicles be subject to 
 colour restriction?  

 
4.8.1 Department of Trade Best Practice Guidance (Section 38) which relates to 

vehicle identification does not refer to hackney carriage vehicles. The 
guidance suggests possible approaches in relation to private hire vehicles ie 
prohibition of displaying signs, identification plates placed on the front and rear 
of vehicles. 

 
4.8.2 As Manchester only licence bespoke hackney carriage vehicles’ it is 

acknowledged that it more likely the public are able to distinguish between 
these and private hire vehicles. 

 
4.8.3 One of the Law Commission Recommendations (31) advocates that National 

standards should promote enforcement, protection of the environment and 
accessibility, in addition to safety. The LC makes reference to section 47(2) of 
the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (detailed in 4.8.5) 

 
4.8.4 The policy and conditions which enables the public to differentiate between 

vehicle types licensed by the Council both as both private hire and hackney 
carriage vehicles is attached to the report at Appendix 6.  

 
4.8.5 Since the policy detailed at Appendix 6 was adopted, the Council has licensed 

additional types of vehicles as hackney carriages or private hire. The body 
shell of the Mercedes M8 and Peugeot E7 hackney carriages are almost 
identical to the Mercedes Vito and Peugeot Eurobus, which are licensed as 
private hire vehicles. There is a need to consider what measures are required 
to ensure that the appearance of hackney carriages meet the requirements of 
Section 47 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, as 
detailed below.  

 
 Section 47 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
 states that a hackney carriage should be of such a design and appearance or 
 bear such distinguishing marks to clearly identify it as a hackney carriage. 
 
4.8.6 The bespoke London taxi cab is distinguishable from other types of vehicle 

due to its unique design. However, the changes to Manchester hackney 
carriage vehicle policy have introduced new vehicle types which have a body 
shell that are less distinguishable by design than the bespoke London taxi 
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cab. As the City Council must ensure that all hackney carriages are compliant 
with section 47 of the Act, alternative measures may be necessary. For 
example, as identified in Appendix 6, Mercedes Vito taxis are required to be 
black or full liveried.  

 
4.8.6.1 This policy objective was clear in that it is to ensure that Mercedes Vito taxis 

remained distinguishable by their black colour from Mercedes Vitos licensed 
as private hire vehicles which would be silver or white colour.  

 
4.8.6.2 When licensing the Mercedes Vito it was agreed that although the vehicles 

had to be black in colour they could display signage ie strip down side, taxi 
signs etc. The current types of vehicle (Mercedes Vito Taxi, Mercedes M8, 
Peugeot E7 display different manufacturers’ signage. Members may wish to 
look at a more inclusive policy that will encompass all types of vehicle licensed 
in Manchester as hackney carriage vehicles.  

 
4.9  7. Consideration of a mandatory ‘Vehicle Identification Light Box’ to 

 be fitted in all HCV’s. 
 
4.9.1 The function of the Council in licensing hackney carriage drivers and vehicles 

is one of public safety. As hackney carriage vehicles in Manchester are all 
vehicles of a prescribed type, and therefore of fairly uniform appearance, it is 
important for travelling passengers to be in a position to easily identify the 
vehicle itself should the need arise for example if the passenger should wish 
to make a complaint.  

 
4.9.2  At present a vehicle can be identified by its licence number, which is scribed 

on plates fixed to the front and rear of the vehicle.  
  
4.9.3 By way of improving passenger safety, representatives of the hackney 

carriage trade have requested the mandatory introduction of a ‘VILB’, which 
would be fitted inside every hackney carriage vehicle. The cost of the unit is 
currently £30 plus vat for supply and around £15 plus vat for fitting (the unit 
can be easily fitted by most garages)  

 
4.9.4 The cost of the light box would be funded by hackney carriage vehicle 

proprietors. Officers have not been able to identify any other funding options. 
 
4.9.5 On 28 September 2014 an e-mail was received from Mr Les Reid (a copy of 

which is attached at Appendix 7), in which he expressed concerns as to the 
light emitted from the ‘VILB’.  

 
4.9.5.1Enquiries have revealed that the light omitted by the VILB, which would be 

fitted inside the vehicle on the partition screen, is 5 watts (less than that given 
out from an interior light) The VILB is currently mandatory in Liverpool City and 
is fitted in approximately 1500 vehicles. 

 
5.0 Officer Comments 
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5.1 Advertisements should not be confused with the identification features of 
hackney carriage vehicles licensed by Manchester City Council. The two 
issues are separate. One deals with the livery ie colour licence identification, 
whilst the other deals with advertisements’ that are displayed either in or on a 
hackney carriage vehicle and are likely to have a commercial interest. 

 
5.2 Hackney carriage vehicles which currently carry advertisements will normally 

have been tied into a contract for 1 or 2 years. Should Members decide to 
make any changes to the current advertisement policy this should be taken 
into account and consideration given to a Policy, which includes a transitional 
period for compliance. 

 
5.3 Members have outlined a desire to brand hackney carriage vehicles with the 

Council crest. This raises some questions in relation to cost (of production and 
applying the crest) and which crest would be preferable.(the original 
Manchester crest or the newer modern version) .  

 
5.4 Following consideration by Committee on the matters raised above it is likely a 

further report will be necessary that provides an updated ‘Advertisement 
Policy’. Aside from any changes the Committee would wish to make to the 
policy, there is an opportunity to make the policy more user friendly .  

 
6.0 Contributing to the Community Strategy  
 
6.1 (a) Performance of the economy of the region and sub region 
 
6.1.1 Any enhanced restriction for advertising on hackney carriages will result in a 

loss of income to those proprietors who currently choose to advertise on their 
vehicle(s).  
This may be offset if the Committee determined the permitted use of roof top 
advertisements on hackney carriage vehicles. 

  
6.2 (b) Reaching full potential in education and employment 
 
6.2.1 Any restriction on the use of full/part body wrap advertisements’ could result in 

a loss of employment in suppliers/fitters of such advertisements.  
Although difficult to quantify at this stage additional employment may be 
gained if the Committee were minded to approve the use of rooftop signs. 

 
6.3 (c) Individual and collective self-esteem – mutual respect 
 
6.4 (d) Neighbourhoods of Choice 
 
7. Key Policies and Considerations 
 
7.1 (a) Equal Opportunities 
 
7.1.1 There are no equal opportunities issues arsing from this report. The policy 
 would apply equally to all hackney carriage proprietor licence holders  
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8.2 (b) Risk Management 
 
8.2.1 Any requirements imposed that are deemed to be unreasonable could be 
 subject to legal challenge via the judicial review process.  
 
8.2.2 Section 47 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions)Act 1976 
 provides an opportunity for licence holders to appeal any conditions imposed 
 on a licence to Magistrates Court  
 
9.3 (c) Legal Considerations.  
 
9.3.1 These are outlined in section 3 of the report of 17 February 2015, which is 

attached to this report at appendix 1 
 
10.  Conclusion 

10.1 The subject of this report is complex in nature and Members are asked to fully 
consider its content and that of the appendices, which includes the report of 
17 February 2014 before determining the key issues. 

10.2 The report details the key issues as identified from previous reports and the 
consultation responses and follows the decision of the Committee in August 
2013 to consult on a review of the City Councils Advertisement Policy; it sets 
out the responses received, the technical error in the consultation process and 
the recommended options going forward 

10.3  Section 4 of the report provides the Committee with information on potential 
financial implications if there are changes to the current advertisement policy 
especially if advertisements’ on the outside body of vehicles were to be 
phased out. Although the implications are not easy to quantify at this stage 
and clearly have to be weighed against the objectives for any change.. 

10.4 The report further details additional matters for consideration such as the 
mandatory fitting of a Vehicle Identification Light Box in every hackney 
carriage vehicle and roof top advertisements. 

10.5 A further report to Committee is likely to be required in terms of an updated 
‘advertisement policy’. 
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1. How do you know that a vehicle is a Hackney Carriage (black cab) 
 

2. How do you know that a vehicle is a Private Hire vehicle. 
 
3. How do you know that a Hackney Carriage vehicle is licensed by Manchester 

City Council 
 

4. Should our Hackney Carriage vehicles look different to Hackney Carriages 
from over Councils 

 
5.  If Yes, how do you think they should look different ? For example, a different 

colour or a prominent logo. 
 

6. Every Hackney Carriage shows a unique licence number on plates on the 
front and back of the taxi. Do you think this number should also be shown on 
an illuminated box inside. 

connollyd
Typewritten Text
Pages 47 to 66 have been redacted at the request of the information provider
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Manchester City Council 
 
Hackney Carriage Vehicle Type  
 
Policy  
 
Hackney Carriages licensed within Manchester must conform to the design criteria 
specified by the Manchester Conditions of Fitness (CoF).  
Mercedes Vito Taxi 
 
On 27 October 2008 the Licensing and Appeals Committee determined that the 
current design and appearance of the Vito Taxi and standard Vito is such that the 
vehicles are not easily distinguishable and additional policy and conditions were 
required to ensure a differential between the two types of licensed vehicle.  
 
In relation to any application for a hackney carriage proprietor’s licence relating to a 
Mercedes Vito taxi the City Council have introduced a specific policy relating to the 
appearance of the vehicle namely  

 
(i) The vehicle must be black or completely covered by full advertising livery; 

and 
 

(ii) The vehicle must display the manufacturer’s taxi signage along the side 
of the vehicle  

 
Conditions will be attached to any such licences, which are granted to ensure that the 
differential in appearance is maintained throughout the duration of the licence.  
 
Conditions relating to the Mercedes Vito Taxi 
 
The proprietor shall ensure that the vehicle remains Black in colour throughout the 
duration of the licence. 
 
The proprietor shall ensure that the manufacturer’s taxi signage is displayed along 
both sides of the vehicle, except where the vehicle is covered by full livery. 
 
The proprietor shall ensure that the manufacturer’s taxi signage is maintained in a 
clean and legible condition. 
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